# BRING - DO NOT BRING

**ON**

**AP EXAM DAY**

***NO CELL PHONES***   ***NO CELL PHONES***   ***NO CELL PHONES***

**Bring to the Exam Room**

1. Several sharpened No. 2 pencils (with erasers) for completing multiple-choice answer sheets.

2. A government-issued or school-issued photo ID and their AP Student Pack if they do not attend the school where they are taking the exam.

3. Pens with black or dark blue ink for completing areas on the exam booklet covers and for free response questions in most exams.

4. A watch (in case the exam room does not have a clock that can be easily seen).

5. Up to two calculators with the necessary capabilities if they are taking an AP Biology, Calculus, Chemistry, Physics or Statistics Exam. Instruct students to visit [www.apstudent.collegeboard.org/apcourse](http://www.apstudent.collegeboard.org/apcourse) and click on the link for their course for the specific calculator policy.

6. A ruler or straightedge if they are taking an AP Physics Exam. (Protractors are not allowed.)

**Do NOT Bring to the Exam Room**

1. Cell phones, personal digital assistants (PDSs), BlackBerry smartphones, Bluetooth enabled devices, MP3 players, e-mail/messaging devices, or any other electronic or communication devices.

2. Books, compasses, mechanical pencils, correction fluid, dictionaries, highlighters, notes, or colored pencils.

3. Rulers and straightedges (except as previously noted).

4. Scratch paper (notes can be made on portions of the exam booklets or, for Chinese Language and Culture, and Japanese Language and Culture, on scratch paper provided by the proctor.)

5. Computers or calculators (except as previously noted.)

6. Purses or backpacks.

7. Reference guides, keyboard maps, or other typing instructions.

8. Smartwatches/ watches that beep or have an alarm.

9. Portable listening or recording devices – even with headphones – or photographic equipment.

10. Food or drink **unless all labels are removed** – must be in clear plastic baggie.

11. Clothing with subject-related information.

---

**Bring all items above in a clear plastic bag.**

---

*If you bring a cell phone to the test, it will be collected and you will need to pick it up after school in the admin office. We suggest you leave cell phones in your car or locker.*